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ABSTRACT
Virtualization allows simultaneous execution of multi-tenant
workloads on the same platform, either a server or an em-
bedded system. Unfortunately, it is non-trivial to attribute
hardware events to multiple virtual tenants, as some sys-
tem’s metrics relate to the whole system (e.g., RAPL en-
ergy counters). Virtualized environments have then a rather
incomplete picture of how tenants use the hardware, limit-
ing their optimization capabilities. Thus, we propose XeM-
Power, a lightweight monitoring solution for Xen that pre-
cisely accounts hardware events to guest workloads. It also
enables attribution of CPU power consumption to individ-
ual tenants. We show that XeMPower introduces negligible
overhead in power consumption, aiming to be a reference
design for power-aware virtualized environments.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Software and its engineering, Virtual machines,

Performance monitoring]

1. INTRODUCTION
In the last few years, embedded systems have experienced
a shift from microcontrollers to multi-core processors, as
these have become cheaper, smaller, and less power-hungry.
This shift brings two advantages: 1) multiple embedded
applications can be consolidated on the same System-on-
Chip (SoC), improving the overall resource utilization, and
2) some applications can exploit concurrency and parallelism
to obtain better performance.

In the context of embedded systems, hardware-assisted and
software virtualization technologies have been developed to
allow colocated applications to share physical resources while
having strong security and isolation [24, 26, 22].

Those technologies seek to o↵er a stable and predictable ex-
ecution environment to make it easier for embedded appli-
cations to meet di↵erent Quality of Service (QoS) require-
ments.

The virtualized runtime can be a full-fledged guest Operat-
ing System (OS) or more suitable to embedded systems, a
light-weight OS (e.g., [14, 25]), customized for a specific ap-
plication. Applications executing in such runtimes generally
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have di↵erent performance objectives, such as: hard and
soft deadlines, and peak throughput. Moreover, they are
often di↵erent from one another in terms of workload lim-
itations (i.e., memory-bound, I/O-bound, or CPU-bound)
and evolving load patterns (e.g., algorithmic phases).

Unfortunately, this high heterogeneity comes at a price: The
isolation between simultaneously resident applications, en-
forced by virtualization, shifts the burden of optimization
from developers to the hypervisor itself because only a priv-
ileged arbiter can thoroughly observe what happens on the
bare metal. Hence, it becomes clear that a smart online
monitoring strategy is necessary to accurately observe and
model applications’ behavior to guarantee requirements and
optimize physical resources utilization.

Since power consumption is currently a key technological
limitation [13], recent works propose approaches to optimiz-
ing power [9], while maintaining Service Level Agreements
(SLAs) with each hosted guest. Again, these approaches
have an essential need for precise and thorough observation
of both hardware and guests’ behavior over time. Lacking
appropriate tools, many of these approaches employ custom
monitoring solutions or rely on outdated tools that do not
provide support for the latest hardware monitoring features.
Often, these ad-hoc approaches overlook the impact of mea-
surements on the overall system’s behavior.

Seeking to fill the gap, this paper proposes XeMPower, a
lightweight hardware and resource monitoring solution for
the Xen hypervisor [6]. It is meant to be agnostic to the
hosted applications, and results show it incurs negligible
power consumption overhead. XeMPower has been released
as open source,1 and it aims to be a reference design for
future works in the field of virtualized systems.

To prove its e↵ectiveness, we present a use case in which
XeMPower precisely accounts hardware events to virtual
guests, enabling real-time attribution of CPU power con-
sumption to each guest or“domain”.2 XeMPower starts with
socket-level energy measurements through the Intel Running
Average Power Limit (RAPL) interface [23], and then uti-

1Available at: https://bitbucket.org/necst/
xempower-4.6
2Adopting Xen terminology, the remainder of this paper will
refer to virtual guests as domains.



lizes a performance-counter-driven model to account for the
proportional uses of energy by simultaneously resident do-
mains over time. This proportional attribution of power is
XeMPower’s secret sauce – the contribution is evaluated by
measuring a subset of architectural performance counters
related to each domain, but regardless of the physical core.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an
overview of XeMPower. Section 3 details the implemen-
tation of the tool, while Section 4 shows how to attribute
power to each domain. Next, Section 5 investigates the per-
formance overhead of XeMPower while its limitations are
discussed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 presents the re-
lated work and Section 8 concludes.

2. PROPOSED APPROACH
XeMPower is a lightweight monitoring solution for Xen de-
signed to: 1) provide precise attribution of hardware events
to virtual tenants, 2) be agnostic to the mapping between
virtual and physical resources, hosted applications and schedul-
ing policies, and 3) add negligible overhead.

Our approach uses hypervisor-level instrumentation to mon-
itor every context switch between domains. More precisely,
the monitoring flow proceeds as follows:

A. At each context switch and before the domain cho-
sen by the scheduler starts running on a CPU, we be-
gin counting the hardware events of interest. From
that moment the configured Performance Monitoring
Counter (PMC) registers in the CPU store the counts
associated with the domain that is about to run.

B. At the next context switch, the PMC values are read
from the registers and accounted to the domain that
was running. The counters are then cleared for the
next domain to run.

C. Steps A and B are performed at every context switch
on every system’s CPU (i.e., physical core or hardware
thread). The reason is that each domain may have
multiple virtual CPUs (VCPUs). Socket-level energy
measurements are also read (via Intel RAPL interface)
at each context switch.

D. Finally, the PMC values are aggregated by domain
and finally reported or used for other estimations (e.g.,
power consumption per domain).

Figure 1 illustrates the monitoring flow described above.
Steps A and B for domains 1, 2, and 3 are shown at ev-
ery context switch on the left side of the figure. On the
right side, steps C and D are performed by the XeMPower
daemon and Command Line Interface (CLI) program, both
in Dom0.

Steps A and B allow us to meet the first requirement (pre-
cise event attribution), while the second requirement (being
agnostic) is satisfied by steps C and D. Regarding the third
requirement of low overhead, we empirically confirm that
XeMPower meets this requirement in Section 5, while the
technical aspects enabling that are discussed in Section 3.
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Figure 1: Monitoring flow of XeMPower.

3. IMPLEMENTATION
XeMPower implementation is inspired by XenMon [12], a
performance monitoring tool for Xen. XenMon monitors
how much time a domain spends using the CPU, blocked
by I/O events, and waiting on the runnable queue. Unlike
XeMPower and other works discussed in Section 7, XenMon
does not collect PMC reads. Nevertheless, since XenMon’s
authors report a maximum overhead of 1-2%, their imple-
mentation approach was an interesting starting point for our
work and a reasonable baseline to compare our overhead
with.

XeMPower operates at two levels (see Figure 1). At the
first level, PMC reads are collected inside the Xen kernel
and then aggregated by the XeMPower daemon running in
Dom0, while at the second level, a CLI program reports ag-
gregated values. In this section, we describe implementation
details of the components forming the proposed toolchain.

3.1 Xen Kernel Instrumentation
Xen runs a separate scheduler instance on each CPU (i.e.,
hardware thread), and each scheduler instance has its own
queue containing runnable VCPUs of domains [8]. Xen ker-
nel’s schedule() function3 preempts the currently running
VCPU (scheduler-independent), chooses the VCPU that will
run next (scheduler-dependent), and then makes the chosen
VCPU run (scheduler-independent). Hence, this function is
a suitable place to incorporate the steps A and B presented
in Section 2.

Even though there are libraries and APIs (e.g., PAPI [7])

3Source code: xen/common/schedule.c



Event Mask Mnemonic Register mapping

Instruction Retired IA32_FIXED_CTR0

UnHalted Core Cycles IA32_FIXED_CTR1

UnHalted Reference Cycles IA32_FIXED_CTR2

LLC Reference IA32_PMC0

LLC Misses IA32_PMC1

Branch Instruction Retired IA32_PMC2

Branch Misses Retired IA32_PMC3

Table 1: Monitored hardware events [5]

that give developers access to hardware events independently
from the underlying architecture, we decided to directly use
RDMSR and WRMSR assembly instructions to set the count of
desired hardware events as well as read and clear the CPU’s
PMC. The reason is that these operations are performed at
every context switch and we want the overhead to be as low
as possible at the kernel level, in terms of execution time
and memory footprint. We then accept the trade o↵ and
tie the current implementation to the Intel instruction set;
however, other architectures (e.g., ARM and AMD) can be
supported by modifying the registers addresses at compile
time.

Our current XeMPower implementation only counts archi-
tectural performance monitoring events. We made that de-
cision because these events have consistent visible behavior
across processor implementations [5]. Moreover, previous
work shows that they are the most significant metrics to
correlate CPU power consumption [28], which is the focus
of our motivating use case in Section 4. Since the available
PMCs are limited (e.g., 8 per core and 4 per hardware thread
on Intel Sandy Bridge 2nd Gen processors), we map some
architectural performance monitoring events onto 4 PMCs
and others are counted using auxiliary fixed-function coun-
ters. Table 1 summarizes the monitored events and their
register mapping.

Regarding power monitoring, Intel RAPL interface provides
dedicated read-only registers that can be accessed like stan-
dard PMCs. These are available since Sandy Bridge 2nd
generation processors and provide CPU power measurements
with a time granularity of 1ms approximately. XeMPower
currently samples the register MSR_PKG_ENERGY_STATUS, which
accumulates the actual energy consumption (in Joules) of
the whole processor package; the average power consump-
tion is then easily obtained as energy/time for the time
window considered. For the moment, we decided not to sam-
ple the other RAPL power planes (related to on-chip DRAM
and“uncore”devices) because their availability varies across
di↵erent processors.

Finally, we need to expose the collected data to a higher
level. For that, we use xentrace [8], a lightweight trace
capturing facility present in Xen that can record events at
arbitrary control points in the hypervisor. We tag every
trace record with the ID of the scheduled domain and its
current VCPU, as well as a timestamp to be able to later
reconstruct the trace flow.

3.2 XeMPower Daemon

The stream of trace records produced by xentrace flows
from the Xen kernel to the XeMPower daemon running in
Dom0 (see Figure 1). The daemon, a user-space program
written in C, receives the records and performs aggregation
operations on them. Note that we do not use the xentrace

user-space tool, as it can produce a very large amount of
data that may potentially cause intense disk writes. Our
daemon directly accesses xentrace memory bu↵ers, to avoid
any additional access to disk.

We defined two bitmasks, TRC_POWER_PMC and TRC_POWER_RAPL,
to di↵erentiate trace records with PMC and RAPL events
in the xentrace bu↵ers (one per hardware thread). These
bu↵ers are constantly monitored by the XeMPower daemon
– when a new record arrives, a callback function is invoked
to process and store it.

The XeMPower daemon performs aggregations in three stream
processing stages. First, records are grouped in tumbling
windows with a configurable time interval. Second, in each
tumbling window an aggregation is performed per hardware
event. In this stage, the deamon also stores the di↵erence
between the values of the RAPL energy counter at the be-
ginning and the end of the tumbling window. Finally, in
each tumbling window and for each hardware event PMCs
are collated per domain. Note that after aggregating the
records the notions of physical and virtual CPUs disappear,
bringing about a hardware-agnostic data structure.

The XeMPower daemon allocates a shared memory region
to store a configurable number of tumbling windows in a cir-
cular bu↵er. Processes other than the deamon can only read
from the region. Shared access to the tumbling windows al-
lows multiple front-end applications to read and display dif-
ferent statistics from the same data. The tumbling window
time interval, the capacity of the circular bu↵er of tumbling
windows, and other configuration parameters can be speci-
fied at compilation time. Currently, the default value for the
tumbling window interval is 100 ms and the circular bu↵er’s
capacity is 100. These values are used in our experiments
reported in Section 5.

3.3 XeMPower Command Line Interface
XeMPower CLI is a basic command line tool written in
Python. It periodically scans the tumbling windows pro-
duced by the XeMPower deamon (in the shared memory
region), and performs aggregations in two time intervals:
every second and every 10 seconds. It is also in charge of
converting the RAPL counter values into energy consump-
tion values (in Joules). The conversion factor is given by
the MSR_RAPL_POWER_UNIT register, which is architecture-
specific and can be read once when the XeMPower deamon is
started. The socket power consumption is then obtained as
the ratio of the energy consumption and the considered time
interval. XeMPower CLI is designed to show live statistics
on console or to log them into a file for a later processing.

4. USE CASE: PER-DOMAIN CPU POWER
ATTRIBUTION

As a motivating use case, we describe how XeMPower can
perform per-domain attribution of CPU power consumption.
In this scenario, we do not consider the power consumption



of other hardware components (e.g., RAM, storage, network
interfaces, etc.), as the CPU is the one that contributes the
most to the dynamic power consumption of a system [?].

Zhai et al. [28] examined multiple metrics (such as instruc-
tion counts, and last-level-cache references and misses) in
a wide range of microbenchmarks, including a busy-loop
benchmark (high instruction issue rate), a pointer chasing
benchmark (high cache miss rate), a CPU and memory in-
tensive benchmark (to mimic virus behavior), and a set
of bubble-up benchmarks that incur adjustable amounts of
pressure on the memory systems. They concluded that non-
halted cycle is the best metric to correlate power consump-
tion (linear correlation coe�cient above 0.95). Such high
correlation suggests that the higher the rate of non-halted
cycles for a domain is, the more CPU power the domain
consumes.

We then decided to use this result along with the data pro-
duced by XeMPower. The approach is simple:

1. For each tumbling window, XeMPower CLI calculates
the power consumed by the whole socket, while XeM-
Power daemon calculates the total number of non-
halted cycles (one of the PMC traced).

2. Since we have the number of non-halted cycles per do-
main, we estimate the percentage of non-halted cycles
for each domain over the total number of non-halted
cycles. This percentage is adopted as the contribution
of each domain to the whole CPU power consumption.

3. Finally, we split the socket power consumption pro-
portionally to the estimated contributions for each do-
main.

The proposed approach works well even when CPU power
states (i.e., C-states and P-states) are enabled. XeMPower
is not a↵ected by CPU voltage and frequency scaling, as it
continues to measure the actual socket power consumption
and to trace and account hardware events consistently.

Note that we do not claim that this trivial use case is highly
accurate. Instead, we just present it as an example of how
XeMPower enables online attribution of coarse-grained mea-
surements to multiple tenants on a virtualized environment,
thanks to per-domain accounting of hardware events.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
XeMPower aims to be the tool of choice for any comput-
ing system demanding precise and thorough observations of
hardware events attributed to domains in Xen. Since the
tool is meant to continuously provide statistics at run-time,
one of its key requirements is to add negligible overhead to
the monitored system. Therefore, in this section we empir-
ically show that XeMPower monitoring components incur
very low overhead under di↵erent configurations and work-
load conditions. We defined the overhead metric as the
di↵erence in the system’s power consumption while using
XeMPower versus an o↵-the-shelf Xen 4.6 installation.

5.1 Experimental Setup and Test Cases

Our test platform is a machine equipped with a 2.8-GHz
quad-core Intel Xeon E5-1410 processor (4 hardware threads)
and 32GB of RAM. We use a Watts up? PRO meter [4] to
independently monitor the entire machine’s power consump-
tion without being influenced by the system configuration in
use.

We conduct our experiments under three system configura-
tions: 1) the baseline configuration uses o↵-the-shelf Xen
4.4, 2) the patched configuration uses Xen modified as de-
scribed in Section 3 without running the XeMPower dae-
mon, and 3) the monitoring configuration is the same as the
patched configuration but with the XeMPower daemon ac-
tually running and reporting statistics to an attached con-
sole. In all three configurations we assign a single virtual
CPU (VCPU) and 4GB of RAM to Dom0, and also dedi-
cate physical core 0 to it. Dedicating core 0 to Dom0, besides
adhering to Xen best practices [2], results in that any com-
putational overhead introduced by XeMPower monitoring
phase in Dom0 can be measured as an increment in power
consumption on core 0 and in the whole system.

We consider four runtime scenarios: an idle scenario in
which the system only runs Dom0, and the running-n sce-
narios, where n = {1, 2, 3} indicates the number of guest do-
mains in addition to Dom0. Each guest domain repeatedly
runs a multi-threaded compute-bound microbenchmark4 on
three VCPUs and uses a stripped-down Linux 3.14 as the
guest OS. The idea in the running-n scenarios is to stress the
system with an increasing number of CPU-intensive tenant
applications, thus increasing the amount of data traced by
the Xen kernel and collected in Dom0.

Finally, we define two test cases for the running-n scenar-
ios. In the pinned-VCPU case, each guest domain has each
VCPU assigned to a dedicated physical CPU. In the unpinned-
VCPU case, on the other hand, the guest domains are as-
signed VCPUs with no physical mapping (i.e., VCPUs can
migrate between physical CPUs). The idea is to increase
the number of context switches and thereby the amount of
traces reported to Dom0.

5.2 Results and Discussion
We compare the power that our test platform consumes
for the di↵erent scenarios and test cases under the base-
line (b), patched (p), and monitoring (m) configurations.
Under each configuration, we run the idle scenario and the
running-1,2,3 scenarios, with and without VCPUs pinned to
dedicated physical CPUs (i.e., pinned-VCPU and unpinned-
VCPU test cases). We report the system’s mean power con-
sumption (µ) in Watts over a 60-second interval. We per-
formed a set of 40 independent experiments for each [test
case, scenario, configuration] combination.

Table 2 and Table 3 present the system’s mean power con-
sumption for the pinned-VCPU and unpinned-VCPU test
cases, respectively, across the considered scenarios and con-
figurations. Empirical mean power values are reported with
their 95% confidence interval.

4CoEVP, a simplified proxy material science applica-
tion from the ExMatEx Center. It is available at
https://github.com/exmatex/CoEVP.



Table 2: Mean power consumption (µ), in Watts,

for the pinned-VCPU test case, scenarios idle and

running-{1,2,3}, and configurations baseline (b),

patched (p), and monitoring (m). Mean power values

are reported with their 95% confidence interval.

baseline (µb) patched (µp) monitoring (µm)
idle 34.10 ± 0.05 33.72 ± 0.05 33.83 ± 0.05
running-1 56.03 ± 0.09 56.07 ± 0.11 56.19 ± 0.08
running-2 66.14 ± 0.11 66.30 ± 0.06 66.56 ± 0.09
running-3 74.62 ± 0.07 74.60 ± 0.11 74.88 ± 0.29

Table 3: Mean power consumption (µ), in Watts,

for the unpinned-VCPU test case, scenarios idle

and running-{1,2,3}, and configurations baseline (b),

patched (p), and monitoring (m). Mean power values

are reported with their 95% confidence interval.

baseline (µb) patched (µp) monitoring (µm)
idle 34.32 ± 0.30 34.14 ± 0.08 34.19 ± 0.05
running-1 70.82 ± 0.10 71.20 ± 0.09 70.78 ± 0.10
running-2 72.99 ± 0.09 73.55 ± 0.12 73.17 ± 0.10
running-3 73.68 ± 1.09 74.67 ± 0.27 74.10 ± 0.09

At a glance, we can see how measurements are pretty close.
However, given the limited accuracy of the power meter,
some of them may seem misleading, e.g., the mean power
consumption of the baseline case sometimes is higher than
the others. This is the reason why we estimate an upper
bound ✏ for the maximum overhead by performing the fol-
lowing hypothesis test [18]:

T (µ) :=

⇢
H0 : µ � ✏+ µb

H1 : µ < ✏+ µb,

where a rejection of the null hypothesis H0 means that there
is strong statistical evidence that the power consumption
overhead is lower than ✏ (or equivalently, the mean µ is lower
than the baseline mean µb increased by ✏). We compute ✏
for the considered test cases and scenarios, ensuring average
values of power consumption (µ) with confidence ↵ = 5%.

Table 4 shows the values of ✏ across the considered test cases
and scenarios for the patched and monitoring configurations.

Table 4: Estimated upper bound ✏ for the power

consumption overhead, in Watts, across the consid-

ered test cases and scenarios under the patch (p) and

monitoring (m) configurations. Parenthetical values

are the percentage overheads with respect to the

mean power consumption.

µ = µp µ = µm

pinned

idle <0.01 (<0.02 %) <0.01 (<0.02 %)
running-1 0.08 (0.14 %) 0.19 (0.34 %)
running-2 0.19 (0.28 %) 0.45 (0.67 %)
running-3 0.01 (0.01 %) 0.34 (0.45 %)

unpinned

idle <0.01 (<0.02 %) <0.01 (<0.02 %)
running-1 0.44 (0.61 %) 0.02 (0.02 %)
running-2 0.61 (0.83 %) 0.23 (0.31 %)
running-3 1.18 (1.58 %) 0.60 (0.81 %)

The values in parenthesis represent the percentage overheads
relative to the mean power consumption (i.e., µp and µm,
respectively). Our results indicate (with confidence ↵ = 5%)
that XeMPower introduces an overhead not greater than
1.18W (1.58%), observed for the [unpinned-VCPU, running-
3, patched ] case. In all the other cases, the overhead is less
than 1W, and less than 1% in relative terms.

This is a satisfactory result when compared to a maximum
overhead of 1-2% observed for XenMon [12], which we adopted
as a reference point for our XeMPower implementation. We
consider this overhead a negligible and reasonable price to
pay, given the high-precision information that XeMPower
can provide at runtime.

6. LIMITATIONS
We are actively working to bring XeMPower to the next
level. It currently o↵ers little flexibility since it monitors a
fixed set of PMCs, while we want to be able to configure the
set of monitored PMCs at runtime, as well as parametrized
tumbling windows for the per-domain attribution of CPU
power consumption. Moreover, we want to extend the tool
to deal with Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) sys-
tems. We plan to evaluate the overhead introduced by such
flexibility improvements.

Additional experimental studies will involve di↵erent hard-
ware platforms, like ARM-based mobile systems and mi-
croservers [1]. Moreover, XeMPower should be evaluated
with other than compute-bound workloads.

Finally, the presented approach to power consumption attri-
bution to domains is very simple, as it was a mere example to
show the tool’s potential. We are currently exploring ways
to improve its accuracy, for example with o✏ine character-
ization of both hardware and guest workloads. As shown
in [17, 28, 19], data-driven power models can be exploited
at runtime to improve the accuracy of power estimations
and to make predictions for the near future.

7. RELATED WORK
Performance monitoring and profiling has always been cru-
cial in every computing system over the last 30 years [11].
The need for a constant monitoring solution has then grown,
especially in virtualization environments, where the same
hardware is shared between multiple tenants. Unfortunately,
every monitoring tool is a↵ected by a tradeo↵ between ac-
curacy and overhead ; the e↵ective implementation of these
systems is then far from trivial. In the literature, this prob-
lem has been tackled with two di↵erent approaches: code
instrumentation and performance counter monitoring.

Code instrumentation solutions, like Valgrind [20] and Ig-
Prof [10], inject extra code in the applications at compile
time and/or runtime, allowing complex analysis, e.g., on
memory and cache accesses. These tools are excellent for
an initial analysis of errors and ine�ciencies in programs,
but are not suitable for performing runtime analysis in pro-
duction, as the overhead introduced is often high [20].

Performance counter tools, on the other hand, focus on sam-
pling system’s events at di↵erent granularity (e.g., thread



level, process level, set of processors, or the entire systems).
These tools provide information on hardware utilization that
may not be closely related to the application domain, but
their overhead can be tuned accordingly to the actual needs [16].
They di↵er in functionality, data granularity, level of ab-
straction, and interfaces they rely on.

Low-level performance counter libraries do not hide architecture-
specific event types from the user and lie directly on the
hardware. Perf [3] and OProfile [15] are the most popu-
lar tools available; they make use of kernel modules to ac-
cess di↵erent categories of events: hardware events, software
events (context switches or minor faults), and tracepoint
events (disk I/O and TCP events).

Higher-level libraries (e.g., PAPI [7]) hide micro-architecture
event types behind a uniform API. They support event mul-
tiplexing to compensate for the limited number of perfor-
mance counter registers that can be monitored at a time:
only a subset of the desired event sets is monitored during
subsections of a program’s execution, then results are scaled
to statistically estimate rates for the entire program.

In addition, some works in the literature focus on PMC vir-
tualization [27, 16, 21], providing low-level metrics to virtual
tenants. As XeMPower, all these solutions require to patch
Xen Hypervisor’s kernel to implement operations that re-
quire privileged access, such as reprogramming counters or
setting up interrupt handlers.

In the context of Xen, the most common solution is Xeno-
prof [16], a system-wide statistical profiling toolkit based
on OProfile and specifically crafted for the hypervisor. It
is a valid solution to profile a standard workload running
in Dom0 or other domains in active mode (i.e., the domain
itself collects its own hardware event counters). However,
when profiling in passive mode (i.e., the domain is treated
as a “black box”), the results indicate which domain is run-
ning at sample time but do not delve more deeply into what
is being executed. Therefore, it does not satisfy the require-
ment of being agnostic to hosted applications.

Another interesting tool is Perfctr-Xen [21]. It supports per-
formance counter virtualization in Xen for: (1) paravirtual-
ized guest kernels, using hypercalls to communicate perfor-
mance counter configuration changes to the hypervisor; (2)
fully-virtualized guest kernels, using the “save-and-restore”
approach for all registers; and (3) a hybrid approach that of-
fers a tradeo↵ between the first two. Similar to XeMPower,
Perfctr-Xen re-programs the Performance Monitoring Unit
(PMU) configuration registers (e.g., event selectors) at ev-
ery context switch. Although this tool is good for workload
profiling inside a domain, it is not designed as a centralized
runtime monitoring solution.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented XeMPower, a lightweight monitoring solution
for Xen that precisely accounts hardware events to virtual
guests. As a motivating use case, we described its use in
online attribution of CPU power consumption to individ-
ual domains. Our results show that XeMPower can provide
continuous statistics with very low overhead compared to an
o↵-the-shelf Xen installation.

As future work, we plan to adopt the tool as a starting
point and improve the accuracy of CPU power consumption
attribution to domains, considering, for example, other Per-
formance Monitoring Counters (PMCs) in the estimation of
domains’ contributions. In addition, we plan to explore the
complementary use of o✏ine characterization of both hard-
ware and guest workloads in order to predict power con-
sumption before their final deployment.
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